
 

 

 

The Object of The Boys' Brigade is: 

"The advancement of Christ's kingdom among Boys and the promotion of habits of Obedience, Reverence, Discipline, Self-respect and 

all that tends towards a true Christian manliness." 
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About this CD 

Bibliography 

This as the name suggests is a list of books that may be useful when working with children 

and young people.  The list of books has been loosely split into self explanatory categories.  

You will find the following information in the list; Title, Author and ISBN. 

Webography 

This as the name suggests is a list of websites that may be useful when working with 

children and young people.  The list of websites has been loosely split into self explanatory 

categories.  You will find the following information in the list; The site address and a brief 

description of the site. 

Devotional Talks 

These talks are taken from a lunch time club resource I was part of creating with some 

other youth leaders.  The talks are based around clips from films or TV programmes but 

with a Christian message.  There are two indexes one lists the films / TV Programmes and 

the talks taken from them, the other lists the talks alphabetically.  Each ‘talk’ has brief 

information on where to find the relevant clip and what to say.  There is not a ‘script’ as we 

feel this allows each talk to be made relevant to each group hearing it.  The idea behind 

these talks was to keep them short, keep them relevant whilst using a media known to the 

young people. 

Games 

These games are taken from a lunch time club resource I was part of creating with some 

other youth leaders.   The games are ‘paper based’ that is they require paper and a pen to 

be played.  We used them just before talk as a way of calming down whilst still playing.  

There is a ‘how to use these games’ file which describes each game and will hopefully 

enable you to make more of your own. 

I hope you find this resource useful.  If you would like to ask any further questions or make 

any suggestions or share resources you have found useful yourself do please contact me. 

Dave Keetley 

Development Worker for the Boys’ Brigade in Nottingham 


